Delivering a Meal Bolus with an Insulin Pump
** Always make sure the Bolus Amount is actually delivered by the pump.

Minimed Paradigm - Bolus Wizard
- Hit "B" button –
- Use "Up" or "Down" arrow to enter Blood glucose
- Hit "Act"
- Use "Up" arrow to enter grams carbohydrate – (You can deduct grams for activity at this point, if necessary)
- Hit "Act" – Review Estimate Details, you can scroll down using arrows.
- Hit "Act" to deliver bolus
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Minimed 630G or 670G – Bolus Wizard

Menu of Highlighted word will open when center (round) button is pressed.
- Hit round (center) button to go to "Bolus"
- Select "Bolus Wizard" to open that screen
- "BG" is highlighted, select with round button
- Use "up" or "down" arrows to enter blood glucose
- Hit round button to move to "Carbs," select, use "up" arrow to enter carb amount
- Hit round button to go to Bolus Wizard calculation, hit round button to deliver bolus
- If calculation is incorrect, use back arrow to correct.

Animas – ezCarb
- Hit "OK" to wake up screen
- Hit "OK" on "Menu"
- Hit "OK" on Bolus
- Use Down arrow to "ezCarb" – Hit "OK"
- Use Up arrow to enter grams carb (You can deduct grams for activity, if necessary)
  - Hit "OK"
  - "Add BG" – Hit "OK"
  - Use Up or Down arrow to enter BG
  - Hit "OK" on "Show Result"
  - Use Arrow to match "Total" – Hit "OK"
  - Hit "OK" on "GO"
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OmniPod
- Check blood glucose using PDM.
- When blood glucose reading appears, press "Next" to continue.
- Press "Yes" for "Are you eating now?"
- Use Up/Down arrows to enter carb grams (You can deduct grams for activity, if necessary)
- Press "?" to view bolus calculation-then "Close"
- Press "Enter" to deliver bolus.
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- Tap button on top of pump to open
- Tap circles “1,” “2,” “3”
- Tap “Bolus”
- Tap “0 grams”
- Enter number of carb units, then “Done”
- Tap “Add BG”
- Enter Blood glucose, then “Done”
- You can “View Calculation” or tap “Next”
- “Confirm Request?” Tap “Yes” (or “No” to go back to previous screen)
- Tap “Deliver” to deliver bolus, and pump will say “bolus Initiated.”
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